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INPRO CONCEPT OF SUSTAINABLITY 

 

Brundtland definition of sustainability: Development that meets the needs of the present 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.  
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INPRO Global Scenarios 

 

• “Global Scenarios”  helps participating countries define 

national nuclear energy strategies by providing 

comprehensive answers to the following questions: 

 

- How to make a transition from the current fleet of reactors and nuclear 

fuel cycles to a sustainable nuclear energy system? 

-  How national energy system could contribute to, and benefit from, 

sustainability of a regional and global nuclear energy system? 

- Which  role collaboration with other countries would play in such a 

transition? 

 

 

•   
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Modelling NES Development and Progress 

Toward Sustainability: The GAINS Framework 

• The objective was to develop a framework for modelling and assessing 
global NES regarding metrics of sustainable development aiming at 
facilitating nuclear growth while minimizing financial, environmental, and 
political risks 

• The GAINS framework is understood as: 

• Common methodological approach 

• Development of storylines for NP evolution and transition scenarios from 

current to a future NES with thermal and fast reactors 

• Internationally verified data on reactors and associated fuel cycles 



Heterogeneous world model introduced in GAINS 

Non-personified, non-geographical 

groups of countries with different 

policies regarding the fuel cycle 

back end: 
 

NG1-recycling strategy; 
 

NG2-direct disposal/reprocessing 

abroad strategy 
 

NG3- looking for minimal NFC 

infrastructure: disposal or reprocessing 

abroad 
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SYNERGIES Scenarios: 

GAINS+ 
 

• LWR mono-U/Pu recycling 

• Multi-recycling Pu-management in LWR+FR 

• FR-centred scenarios 

• Transition to Th/233U via U/Pu HWR-LWR-FR 

Phase 

• Alternative Complete U/Pu/Th-cycle 

• Scenarios with advanced MA management 

 

 
 

•   
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Stages of Sustainability 

For the purpose of scenario studies focussed on options of cooperation 

among countries, and taking into account overall known potential of 

nuclear technology (both, proven and yet to be proven), INPRO had 

defined the stages of nuclear energy system sustainability as follows: 

 

• Stage 1. Safe, secure, economical and publically acceptable 

nuclear power with security of supply – addresses conditions necessary for 

newcomers to deploy nuclear energy and existing users to continue their 

nuclear energy programs; 

 

• Stage 2. Safe disposal of all nuclear wastes in a complete nuclear 

fuel cycle with retrievable spent nuclear fuel disposal. Stage 2 addresses 

the political issue of “solving the waste problem”. Retrievability of spent 

nuclear fuel is required to not limit options for future generations.  

  



Stages of Sustainability 

• Stage 3. Initiate recycling of used nuclear fuel to reduce wastes. Limited 

recycle reduces high level waste volumes, slightly improves U utilization, and 

keeps most of the U more accessible (Depleted U and Recovered U/Th). Stage 3 

is also a first step in improving resource utilization and reducing the waste burden. 

Branches of Stage 3 include closed nuclear fuel cycle systems that require external 

support with fissile materials and once-through breed and burn options that provide 

significant improvement in resource utilization (up to 10 times).  

 

• Stage 4. Closed NES with breeding of fissile material (from 238U or 

232Th) can improve natural resource utilization by a factor of 10 to 100 and thus 

solves the resource utilization issue by providing fuel for thousands of years while 

also significantly reducing long-lived radioactivity burden (Pu/233U recycle) and  

final waste amount to be disposed of 

  



Stages of Sustainability 

• Stage 5. Further reduction of radiotoxicity, residual heat and the 

longevity of all wastes via MA-transmutation. Closed fuel cycle recycling of 

all actinides and only disposing fission products provides the maximum 

benefits for combined resource utilisation and waste hazard minimisation.  

 

Stages 1 and 2 are fundamental to any sustainable NES. Stages 3 to 5 can substantially 

improve sustainability of a NES while facilitating the achievement of Stage 2 but care must be 

taken that they not significantly increase costs, etc., jeopardizing achievement of Stage 1.  

 

In the above mentioned classification, Stage 1 represent technologies commercially available 

today. Some Stage 3 technologies are also commercially available today in a very limited 

number of technology holder countries. For the other Stages RD&D is in progress in a 

number of countries, including international arrangements such as GIF and ESNII in the 

European SNE-TP context.  



Stages of Sustainability 

• However, irrespective of their technological potential, it is a sovereign matter of a 

country to decide on the targeted sustainability stage. Examples exist of countries that have 

sufficient technological potential to embark on sustainability Stage 3; however, their national 

policy only encompasses Stages 1 and 2. 

 

One of the effective solutions to bring the benefits of higher sustainability Stages to a broader 

variety of users is through countries’ cooperation in fuel cycle back end operations.  



Technologies in SYNERGIES project 

Today 2020 



Business as usual scenarios and scenarios with mono-recycling of U/Pu in 

thermal spectrum reactors 

Business-as-usual situation reasonably stable owing to: 

 The perceived no immediate shortage of natural uranium; 

 Economic competitiveness in the short-term with reliance on the existing competitive 

global front-end fuel cycle market; 

 Competitive wet and dry interim storage services market; 

 No requirement for additional domestic specialized skills relating to back-end fuel cycle 

service. 
 

Factors making the current situation unsustainable from a resource and waste perspective 

 Growing risk regarding the security of supply; 

 Spent fuel accumulation; 

o Saturation of the available wet spent fuel pool capacities for interim (cooled) storage; 

o Limitations of the interim dry spent fuel storage performance; long-term/very long term 

behaviour of spent fuel is unknown and may reduce options to manage in the medium-

term; the associate increased costs and risks cannot be assessed up-front; 

 Proliferation and security risks associated with long term/ very long term interim storage 

and direct disposal of spent nuclear fuel. 

 

 



Business as usual scenarios and scenarios with mono-recycling of U/Pu in 

thermal spectrum reactors 

also includes mono-recycling of Pu in LWRs. This is already a reality in France, Japan, 

Switzerland, Belgium, Netherlands and Germany.  

This step is driven by: 

 Possibility to reduce natural uranium specific consumption by 15 – 25 % for the case of U 

and Pu-recycling; 

 An option to empty on-site and off-site wet interim spent fuel storage pools; 

 An option to postpone the need for wet/dry interim (regional) spent fuel storage solutions 

and to postpone the need for geological disposal by at least 2 decades; 

 Alleviating difficult-to-safeguard proliferation risks in geological disposal; 

 Relying on available (although limited) international/regional back-end fuel cycle services. 

 

 



Introduction of a number of fast reactors to support multi-recycling of Pu in 

LWRs and fast reactors 

The scenario consider a limited deployment of FRs primarily to manage the LWR-generated Pu. They may 

be driven by: 

 Avoidance of spent fuel direct disposal; 

 Possibility to further reduce specific natural uranium consumption; 

 Delayed interim storage needs for MOX spent fuel; 

 Avoidance of  fissile material disposal facilitating safeguards and physical protection requirements for  

disposal sites. 

 

The impediments here are related to: 

 Increase of the specific fraction of minor actinides in ultimate waste; 

 Developing a well-defined back-end fuel management strategy; 

 Modifying core management schemes for evolutionary LWRs; 

 A demonstration of FR-technology and associated fuel cycle. 

 

 The synergistic collaborations may include: 

 Regional interim storage and/or geological disposal sites; 

 Regional fuel cycle centres (e.g., La Hague, etc.); 

 Pre-cycling and  MOX, other international (regional) fuel cycle services. 

 

 



Fast reactor centred scenarios – scenarios with reprocessing of thermal reactors’ fuel 

to enable noticeable growth rate of fast reactor capacity  

Fast reactor centred scenarios lead to ‘full’ sustainability of nuclear energy. The drivers are:  

 Possibility to achieve ‘perfect’ synergy between LWR/HWR and FRs including the possibility to recycle 

‘all’ mined resources; 

 High degree of flexibility, given multiple parameters: 

o Fast reactor / LWR+HWR ratio; 

o Fast reactor conversion/breeding ratio; 

o Reduced specific (per unit of energy produced) minor actinide inventory in waste;  

 Reduction / elimination of proliferation risks related to waste disposal and, for some options, to 

enrichment. 
 

The impediments: 

 Anticipated higher overnight construction costs for fast reactors; 

 Industrialization of FRs and associated fuel cycle.  

 Synergistic collaboration might require combined regional fast reactor fuel cycle service centres, which 

in turn would require time to get there (ideally, an alignment on main technological fuel cycle choices 

would be an asset).  



Transition to Th/233U fuel cycle and scenarios with alternative U/Pu/Th fuel 

cycles 

The drivers for synergistic collaboration could be: 

 ‘Full’ sustainability of nuclear energy system, additionally boosted by the 

several-times increase of natural resources; 

 Exploiting in full the synergistic potential among thermal spectrum and fast 

spectrum reactors with respect to thorium and 233U. 

 

On the impediment side: 

 Addition of the 233U-Th fuel cycle would result in a more complex fuel cycle 

management involving both the U/Pu and 233U/Th cycle simultaneously; 

 Requiring a whole new nuclear fuel cycle infrastructure specific to 233U/Th 

including mining, new fuel and fuel fabrication development, new fuel handling 

and radioprotection, new separation processes and waste characterisations.  

 Qualification of the technology towards industrialization. 

 



MAJOR FINDINGS OF THE SYNERGIES PROJECT 

 

Synergistic collaborations among 

countries in the fuel cycle back end offer 

higher rates of capacity growth and 

larger-capacity centralized fuel cycle 

enterprises which could help exploit the 

economy of learning and the economy of 

scale laws to support ‘win-win’ 

collaborative strategies through the 

resulting economic benefits for all.  

Cumulative reprocessing expenditures for non-

synergistic and synergistic cases (ADRIA Case 

Study) 

Economic savings were identified as the primary driver for cooperation 

among countries.  



MAJOR FINDINGS OF INPRO COLLABORATIVE PROJECT 

• Countries that do not pursue fast reactor - programmes could benefit from 

the synergistic approach as it results in reduced requirements to long-term 

spent nuclear fuel storage and ultimate disposal of waste.  

 

 Synergistic collaborations among countries in fuel cycle back end may be 

prevented or hampered by the impediments of institutional and 

infrastructure nature. Finding pathways to overcome such impediments 

would enable cooperative countries’ move toward sustainable nuclear 

energy.  

 

 The first step is to investigate the scope of legal and institutional issues in 

interested technology holder, technology user and newcomer countries 

more specifically and with higher degree of detail. 



MAJOR FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS OF INPRO 

COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS 

 

• Major issues could  be addressed in more detail in the INPRO activity titled 

“Cooperative approaches to the back end of nuclear fuel cycle: drivers and 

legal, institutional and financial impediments”. 

 

• DF10 will provide for better understanding of approaches to the back-end  and 

these drivers and impediments. 



CP Nuclear Fuel and Fuel Cycle analysis for 
future NES (FANES), 2014-2015 

Objective: 

Carry out feasibility analyses of advanced and innovative fuels and its 

influences on development of future NES.  

Analyse spent fuel management options for advanced and innovative FC 

addressing potential technology improvements.  
 

Scope:  

 Provide an overview of advanced and innovative fuels for different NES. 

 Identify influences of advanced and innovative fuels on development of NES. 

 Consider the technical viability of several options for fabrication of advanced 

fuel and its reprocessing in order to identify key innovations which are 

necessary for deployment of future NES. 

Output: A TECDOC series publication.  
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CP Waste from Innovative Types of Reactors and 

Fuel Cycles (WIRAF), 2014-2015 

Objective: 

Identify the potential wastes arising from for advanced and innovative reactors 

and their fuel cycles and eventually the technical needs for managing such 

wastes.  

Identify if there are any potential or known show-stoppers to for advanced and 

innovative reactors and their fuel cycles resulting from new or existing waste 

types. 

Scope:  

 Identify the optimal disposition (processing and disposal) pathways for the most 

common of these wastes (e.g., combustible, ferrous metals, resin, sludge, etc.); 

and  

 Identify any problematic wastes from particular advanced and innovative 

reactor design which will require further study as part of a separate project and 

publication.  
 

Output: A TECDOC series publication.  
 

. 
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…Thank you for your attention 


